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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

For many years, American journalism operated under the 

theory that the women's page, consisting of recipes, fashion 

news, and bridal information, was written for women and the 

sports section with game stories, box scores, and reports, 

was written for men. From the late 19th century until the 

1920s, women's sports grew (Lipsyte, 1975). Tennis stars 

Helen Wills and Suzanne Lenglen became known as did Babe 

Didrikson, an Olympic gold-medal winner and a champion pro

fessional golfer. Some sportswriters called Didrikson, who 

later married wrestler George Zaharias, the greatest all-

around athlete of her time. However, the articles were not 

always complimentary. Paul Gallico wrote that Didrikson 

excelled at games, because she was unable to win woman's 

most important game, man-catching. Gallico, once a track 

star himself, had lost a footrace to Didrikson (Lipsyte, 

1975). Apparently it took a woman who could beat sports 

writers in athletic contests to make the sports pages in 

the era of Babe Ruth, Jack Dempsey, Joe Louis, Red Grange. 

News coverage of women's sports was lacking (Reid & Soley, 

19 79) until the 19 70s when change came to women's sports. 

One change came when tennis star Billie Jean King, portrayed 

as a outspoken Women's Libber, defeated a much-older male 

hustler, Bobby Riggs, in a nationally televised match 
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(Lipsyte, 1975). The federal government, though, had to act 

in order to change women's amateur sports. 

In 1972, Congress empowered the Education Amendments 

Act which included a Title IX: 

No person in the United States shall, on the 
basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, 
be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to dis
crimination under any educational program or activ
ity receiving federal financial assistance. 

The effect was that sex discrimination in college athletics 

was henceforth barred (Michener, 1976, p. 170). This legis

lation was particularly noteworthy in two areas: funding of 

athletic programs and the structuring of programs and equal 

pay for coaches. The law forced men's athletic departments 

to allocate a portion of their budgets for women's sports, 

thus expanding the opportunities for female athletes. It 

should be noted that the guidelines of Title IX did not 

cause an equal split of the athletic budget; the cost of 

outfitting and maintaining a football team of 90 males is 

far greater than the cost of outfitting and maintaining a 

women's volleyball team of 12. Michener proposed what he 

considered to be an equitable athletic budget for a major 

state university, in which a 77-2 3 percent split was pro

posed. That split, Michener wrote, was far more equitable 

than any known division among major universities of that 

era (Michener, 1976, pp. 179-181). 

However, despite increases in scope and quantity of 

women's athletic teams when school districts receiving 



federal funds had to institute girls' sports (some, like 

Dallas, for the first time in any sport except tennis and 

golf in 1975) , coverage did not substantially increase. 

NBC-TV sports programs were monitored from August, 1972, and 

September, 1973. Out of 366 hours of sports programs, one 

hour (the Wimbledon tennis final) concerned women's sport. 

The other 365 hours were devoted to men's sports (Dyer, 1982) 

Poe (1976) reported that a significantly greater per

centage of advertisements portraying women in physically 

active roles was found in 192 8 magazines than in comparison 

with advertisements in 1956 and 1972 magazines. A textbook 

devoted to sports writing contained virtually no stories 

about women athletes in its more than 500 pages (Gelfand & 

Heath, 1969). None of the stories were authored by women. 

The female athlete apparently was neither important to sports 

writers nor advertisers. 

Coverage is necessary for most American sports to sur

vive. Michener (1976) said that coverage—traditional cover

age—is vital to the success of any professional sports 

franchise. 

It was obvious that some of these new teams were 
going to be in trouble, when I saw that the news
papers were not giving them traditional coverage. 
There were no interesting stories about the players, 
or the theories of the coaches, or the trades that 
were under consideration, and . . . I do not believe 
professional sports can survive without constant and 
favorable newspaper attention. I think the papers 
wanted to cover the new teams but there was neither 
the space nor the interest, and the innovators found 
themselves in peril. 



College and high school teams may not depend financially 

upon gate receipts alone, but coverage may greatly affect 

public interest and financial support. "Young girls need 

women role models on the sports page" (Parkhouse & Lapin, 

1980, p. 271), authors of a book about women's athletic ad

ministration write. 

The sports journalists, though, are faced with a gate

keeping problem. Newspaper space or air time must be 

divided among many sporting events and the Title IX proposal 

simply added more sports and more events to the selection 

process. Publishers did not have to increase sports staffs 

to match the increase in sporting events. Also, editors 

must determine some method of determining public interest in 

a sporting event; attendance is often used as a scale. Since 

women's events are often poorly attended, editors may reason 

a lack of attendance means a lack of public interest in 

women's sports and thus, relegate them to second-rate cover

age. But, if Michener's hypothesis is true, than a lack of 

coverage may cause low attendance. The lack of coverage— 

Michener's traditional coverage—may cause a self-

perpetuating cycle. 

The Miller Brewing Company surveyed more than 1,000 

Americans to determine an attitude toward sports (1983). A 

lengthy survey examined sports in various sociological 

aspects, including media coverage of sports. In the survey. 
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51 percent of the respondents said the media gave adequate 

coverage to both men's and women's sports, but 42 percent, 

almost half, disagreed that media gave adequate coverage to 

both. Of those who disagreed, 88 percent said that women's 

sports were slighted by the media and that they would like 

to see more women's sports coverage (1983). Seventy percent 

of the respondents said they followed, either read about or 

watched both men's and women's competitions in the same 

sport. These figures certainly indicate that the American 

public has at least some interest in women's sporting events. 

The problem may exist in Texas journalism. In a survey of 

ten Texas daily newspapers. Lacy suggested in his unpublished 

19 79 study that coverage of women's intercollegiate athletics 

was not extensive. 

Still, changes within the sports journalism business 

may eventually change the coverage of women's sports. The 

nature of the sports page itself has been altered in the 

past 15 years. An indication may be found in the style of 

sports news accounts "from statistics, profuse praise, and 

play-by-play to more sociologically-probing reporting" 

(Anderson, 1982) . "It is going to take another decade for 

sports reporters to gain acceptance as journalists and put 

to an end to the conception that they are publicity men and 

women" (Huenergard, 1979). Perhaps as sports journalism 

becomes more sociological in nature, perhaps women's 

sports will gain a larger share of coverage. 



Hypotheses 

(H ): Coverage of women's athletics, including high 

school, college, and professional sports, will be shown by 

content analysis to be greater in "major metropolitan" 

Texas newspapers than in "large daily" Texas newspapers. 
2 

(H ): Coverage of men's sports events is greater than 

coverage of similar women's sports events and that more 

agate, or 5-1/2-point, type will be given to men's event 

than to similar women's events. 
3 

(H ): "Large dailies" will give more coverage to 

women's sports, women's collegiate and high school sports 

than will the "major metropolitans." 
4 

(H ) : Those newspapers with a larger nev/s-hole, that 

is, more column space in which to place sports news, will 

have a greater content of women's sports news that will 

newspapers with smaller news-holes. "Major metropolitans" 

are more likely to have larger news-holes, than the "larger 

dailies." An examination of smaller papers would probably 

show a greater percentage of women's sports coverage than 

either the major metropolitans or the large dailies because 

the smaller papers would have less, if any, national and 

collegiate sports news than the larger papers. According 

to Parkhouse & Lapin (19 80), 

Women's sports programs need to get more than 
statistics in the paper; they need to tell the pub
lic who and what they are. In small towns, that 



will be a great deal easier because there is no 
competition from the major colleges or pro teams. 

A better measure of women's sports coverage would test mar

kets in which women's sports stories compete for publica

tion with professional sports and collegiate sports. 

Women's sports coverage should be studied because the 

media can influence society to more fully accept women's 

sports (Dyer, 1982). Dyer, a physical education theorist, 

said "media coverage of women's sport is in most countries 

quite appalling. It is considerably less than the coverage 

of men's sport; it frequently concentrates on the women in

volved as either freaks or sex objects, and it often triv

ializes women's activities." If as Anderson (1982) 

suggested, sports writing has become more sociologically-

oriented, then that orientation should be reflected in a 

content analysis. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Few social scientists have investigated the media's 

coverage of women's sports. Scientists and physical educa

tors have produced several articles concerning sports and 

its effect upon society or societal effects upon sports. 

Few authors, however, have written articles about a correla

tion between sports and media coverage, especially women's 

sports. 

Reid and Soley (1979) authored one of those few studies 

linking women's sports with media coverage. They investi

gated the amount of coverage given to women's sports by 

Sports Illustrated, the popular national magazine. The 

authors based their study on evidence that the mass 

media presents stereotyped images of women (Beuf, 1974). 

The authors also said the years spanned a time period when 

the women's movement was not especially active politically 

to a time when feminists were politically active and trying 

to pass an equal rights amendment in the mid-19 70s. Also, 

Olympic competitions were held during the selected years, 

thus, according to the authors, increasing the possibil

ities for women's coverage in the magazine. 

Reid and Soley chose 12 issues per year for analysis 

in four data categories: number of articles per issue, the 
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sex-role focus as determined by which athletes were featured 

by the writer; the number of magazine pages per male and 

female article, and the type of sport concerned. 

Reid and Soley examined 2,224 pages or 424 articles, 

approximately 71 articles per year. They found the percentage 

of articles about women had not significantly increased in the 

20 years studied. The highest percentage of articles was 

found in 19 76, but a chi-square test proved insignificant 

2 

(x = 2.03). The authors found 6.9 percent of Sports Illus

trated' s 1976 articles were about women as compared with 4.7 

percent in 1972, 5.2 percent in 1968, and 1964, 6.8 percent 

in 1960, and 4.3 in 1956. 

The authors analyzed the percentage of total pages de

voted to women separately, reasoning that the articles might 

increase in length, if not in number. Again, a chi-square 

test showed no significant difference in the figures. In 

1960, 5.9 percent of the pages were devoted to women as com

pared to 1.8 percent in 1956. The increase of pages fell 

back to 1.6 percent in 1964, 3.8 percent in 1968, 3.4 per

cent in 19 72, and 4.3 percent in 19 76. 

Reid and Soley also examined the percentage of pages 

devoted to tennis, golf, and basketball—three of the most 

popular and visible women's sports. The authors analyzed 

the percentage of pages devoted to the three sports and 

found the percentage of those pages devoted to women. Zero 
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percentages were found in 1956 and 1972. While 5.6 percent 

of the three-sport articles were devoted to women in 1964, 

less than two percent of the articles were devoted to women 

in 1976, 1968, and 1960. Again, a proportions test found 

no significant differences. 

Reid and Soley set a scholarly precedent by indicating 

the lack of an increase in women's sports coverage over a 

20-year period of Sports Illustrated. The authors suggest 

this supports a cultural lag between the media's presenta

tion of women and their changing roles in society. It also 

suggests a reluctance of the sports media to reduce its 

coverage of traditional sports, e.g., baseball, football, 

and other men's activities to devote space to women's sports. 

One may also infer a lack of importance placed upon women's 

sports from the inconsistency of Reid and Soley's data--

a consistent increase, even an insignificant increase, might 

indicate editorial concern with women's sports. Another 

social scientist said that advertisements often portray 

accepted behavior within American society. 

Poe (1976) was also concerned with the sportswomen as 

portrayed in magazines. The author reasoned that a thorough 

study of magazine advertisements would present an accurate 

picture of American women, particularly "active" women, 

those portrayed as being involved in physical activity and 

sport. Poe hypothesized that a study of advertisements in 
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192 8 and 1972 would show similar images of active women in 

constrast to those advertisements of 1956. The author ex

plained that 1928 and 1972 were times of social and politi

cal progress for women whereas 1956, and the entire decade, 

was not as eventful. The author studied four magazines 

geared toward the female audience or the family audience: 

Saturday Evening Post, Cosmopolitan, Ladies' Home Journal, 

and Life. In 192 8, the magazine American replaced Life, 

which was not published in that year. The magazines were 

similar in tone and varied in philosophy. One issue per 

month was studied; when magazines were printed weekly, an 

issue was chosen randomly. 

Poe coded the advertisements as either active or in

active; any advertisement that even suggested physical ac

tivity was considered to be active. Thus, ads in which a 

woman poses in a bathing suit would have been considered 

active whether or not the model was active or merely 

sedentary. 

The author examined 7,580 advertisements and then com

pared the three years by the percentages of active women in 

the advertisements of that year. In 1928, 171 ads depicted 

active women and 3,005 depicted inactive women. In 1956, 

88 ads depicted active women, but 2,391 portrayed inactive 

women. The author found, to her surprise, that only 69 ads 

published in 1972 portrayed active women while 1,856 showed 

inactive women. Poe believed that the relative number of 
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opportunities in 19 72 for women to compete in sports would 

produce more ads. The author found a significantly greater 

number of advertisements in 1928, though. Poe also found 

that only four known sportswomen were shown in ads in the 

three years. 

If advertising, as media, provides a mirror of our 

society, then it would seem that American society perceives 

women in something other than a sporting role. Certainly, 

with the political and societal gains of women within the 

past decade, one would suspect a replication of Poe's study 

would show somewhat different results in the 19 80s. Still, 

because of advertising's potential for molding opinions, 

attitudes and actions, one might also suspect that the pic

ture of sportswomen as given through the advertising media 

has not completely disappeared. 

Leavy (1976) exaniined sports "coverage in four women's 

magazines in the 1970s. The author considered that these 

magazines —Cosmopolitan, Redbook, Ms., and Seventeen— 

had increased their coverage of sports after Title IX had 

been empowered. Leavy suggested that women's sports had 

become chic to these magazines, which all appealed to women, 

though with a different target audience for each. 

The author, now a Washington Post sports writer, cited 

statistics compiled by Hall's Magazine Editorial Reports to 

report the increase in women's sports coverage. The reports 
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disclosed that Seventeen's women's sports articles had in

creased ten times since 1970 and, seven years later, such 

articles occupied 4.6 percent of the magazine's total edi

torial space in 19 77. Cosmopolitan's sports coverage had 

averaged 1.5 percent of annual editorial space since the 

1972 Olympics. Coverage had increased 82 percent in 1972, 

jumping from 13 pages in 1971 to 24 pages in 1972. Leavy 

found Redbook's sports coverage had increased 150 percent 

from 1974 to 1977. The author also found that Ms.'s 

sports coverage had increased 320 percent in the six years 

since it began publication in 1972. The magazine's sports 

coverage averaged 2.5 percent of Ms.'s total editorial space. 

The increased coverage, Leavy reported, did not neces

sarily represent an increase in traditional sports coverage. 

Many of the articles were better described as sports-

related and were simply a new way to present fashion, travel, 

and beauty stories. Many of the stories were personality 

profiles and some were little more than gossip pieces. 

"After all," Leavy concluded, "it isn't easy to run straight 

sports stories in magazines whose readers have been taught 

to believe that sports aren't for girls over 13." 

The author wrote that the articles about one woman 

athlete, tennis player Billie Jean King, told much about the 

sports coverage in each magazine. King, perhaps the most 

known athlete of the 1970s, was portrayed as a not-so-happy 
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homemaker in Redbook, a hard, upwardly mobile competitor in 

Cosmopolitan, an avenger of women's rights on and off the 

court in Ms., and a woman preoccupied with her looks on the 

court in Seventeen. 

Leavy's article shows how women's magazines reacted to 

the changes in women's image in the 19 70s. Leavy wrote that 

the added sports coverage indicated that it had become so

cially acceptable for women to participate in sporting activ

ities. Because these magazines were geared toward women, 

the social acceptability may have been limited to women spec

tators and competitors only. 

Lacy's unpublished study (1979) indicated that the same 

change had not come as quickly to the newspaper sports page 

by the mid-1970s. In scope, his study was a content anal

ysis of 10 Texas newspapers and was concerned with the cover

age allotted to women's intercollegiate sports in 1975. The 

author examined the newspapers for 37 selected dates for 

women's sports coverage and the surveyed editors, women's 

sports administrators and coaches. 

Lacy found that newspapers with circulations below 

100,000 provided more extensive coverage of intercollegiate 

women's sports than did newspapers with circulation of more 

than 100,000. Lacy also found the reasons for the lack of 
* • 

extensive coverage included the lack of reader interest, 

sports editor prejudice, competition for news space, and 

the low level of competition among women's teams. 
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Since Lacy compiled his data, two changes may have 

affected his study. In 1975, women's athletics were con

trolled by the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for 

Women (AIAW). Now, the National Collegiate Athletic Asso

ciation governs the women's sports. This change of govern

ing power may well have changed women's athletics in at 

least some people's eyes. The NCAA, which also governs 

men's collegiate sports, had more publicity outlets through 

the connections established through the men's programs. 

Also, in 1975, the nation's universities and colleges were 

still adjusting to the implications of Title IX (Michener, 

1976, p. 170). By 1980, many v/omen's athletic administra

tors had realized the act's potential and had organized 

their programs (Parkhouse & Lapin, 1980). 

One weakness of Lacy's study is that he considered only 

collegiate sports. Coverage of high school sports and of 

women's professional sports was ignored. He may not have 

considered, too, that news outlets with less than 100,000 

circulation are more likely to cover all facets of campus 

life in more detail than might a metropolitan newspaper, 

which would specialize in city, state, national, and inter

national coverage. This would be particularly true in a 

"college town," that American institution in which the col

lege is the central employer in the town. 
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Michener's Sports In America (1975) did not directly 

address the media's coverage of women's sports, but he pro

vided insightful studies of the media and of women and-

their respective relationships with sports. His book was a 

collection of chapters examining various aspects of sports 

and the forces which control them. He was concerned with 

sports as both a participatory and a spectator's event. It 

is a book which is of value to any student of sports or any 

sports fan. 

Michener's chapter about women (pp. 155-183) was 

especially helpful in providing a justification for any 

study of women's sports. Michener argued that a college 

athletic budget should be divided according to three cri

teria: fun, health and public entertainment. Women are 

equally entitled to fun and health, he reasoned, and any 

budget concerned only with those items should be divided 

reasonably equally. However, public entertainment provided 

a problem for his imaginary budget. Simply, spectators pur

chased tickets for certain men's events, like collegiate 

football and basketball. Women's events could not hope to 

fill the arenas in the same manner in most cities, Michener 

admitted. "If bi^-time sports is to continue," he wrote, 

"men need more money than women." 

In collegiate athletics in the mid-1970s, when Title 

IX was slowly becoming standard practice in many American 
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universities. Michener was appalled at the price of maintain

ing big-time college sports at the expense of women athletes. 

Among his disclosures: 

— At one southern state university, female students 

could not take coaching courses for credit, with the result 

that they were not "qualified" to coach tennis. 

— At one Ohio institution a woman could not use the 

handball courts unless a male signed up for her. 

— One large university spent more than $2,600,000 for 

its men's intercollegiate athletic program, and no money at 

all for a women's athletic program (Michener, 1976). 

These abuses, Michener wrote, were a result of reward

ing the sports that brought in money to the athletic budget 

rather than sharing the wealth. 

Michener also provided insightful examination of the 

role of the media in American sports. Again, his recognition 

of the sports story as free publicity is an important con

cept, and it is seconded by Leonard Shecter, who caustically 

described the relationship between old-time baseball and the 

old-time press in his book. The Jocks. Michener also de

scribes how the media can do far more than merely report a 

game; his chapter about media tells how television turned 

golf into a million-dollar event by developing the under-par 

method of keeping score and how television has altered the 
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form of football with its called timeouts and its ability to 

even stretch the clock in certain games. Michener also ex

plained the importance of newspaper coverage to any sports 

enterprise: 

The best thing that can happen to a team or a 
player, is to have the local papers write enthusias
tically, for then financial success is assured. 
Constant favorable mention, especially in columns, 
is better than advertising, better than radio, 
better than television. With it a mediocre team 
can prosper; without it even a good team can fade 
. . . of course fans enjoy seeing their team on 
the tube, but the opinion they form of that team 
stems principally from what is written about it 
. . . For a recapitulation of what he saw, and a 
judgment of its significance, the fan must turn to 
his newspaper; there his loyalty is engendered and 
his prejudices enforced. (Michener, p. 314) 

When a sports team cannot merit mention in a sports page, 

the product will suffer. Fans will not attend a suffering 

game and the sports pages will not publicize events in which 

there is little or no fan interest. 

The theme that runs through the diverse chapters of 

Michener is that sports should be undertaken for health and 

relaxation reasons and that winning is overemphasized in 

American sports, circa 1976. Michener pointed out the trav

esty of Soapbox Derby competitions that had evolved from 

children's races into sophisticated engineering contests. 

The author unearthed two Vince Lombardi quotes: the first 

was the familiar, "winning isn't everything, it's the only 

thing." The second was told to writer Jerry Izenberg late 

in the coach's life; "I wish to hell I'd never said the 
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damned thing. I meant the effort . . . I meant having a 

goal . . . I sure as hell didn't mean for people to crush 

human values and morality." 

Goldstein and Bredemeier (1977) also examined the rela

tionship between spectator sports and the media in their 

sociologically-oriented article. The authors hypothesized 

that televised coverage of many sports events conveys partic

ular social values to observers. These meanings, they 

added, help determine the meaning and the effects of those 

values. The authors contend that the increased coverage of 

sports on television has also increased sports as a profes

sional event, but has limited the intrinsic motivations of 

participants. 

Goldstein and Bredemeier claimed the decrease in impor

tance of intrinsic values of sport is caused by the media. 

They contend the media emphasized the outcome of a contest 

at the cost of personal motivation. Winning, the authors 

claimed, increased a team's broadcast rights and that factor 

helps increase professionalism in sports, which develops a 

philosophy of win at any cost. The authors were unsure 

about what the role of the mass media should be: "an empha

sis or intrinsic satisfactions associated with participation 

in sport might be economically detrimental to the networks, 

for people might then conclude that they would enjoy them

selves more by playing tennis than watching." 
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Indeed, in the early days of Title IX, some women's 

sports administrators attempted to steer their programs from 

the course forged by the men's programs. These administra

tors did not want to undertake illegal inducements in the 

recruiting of athletes, the institution of an easy class 

load to help athletes maintain eligibility, and other such 

abuses established by the men's athletic programs. The Amer

ican Association of Health, Physical Education, and Recre

ation Directors formed a Sanity in Sport Project, dedicated 

to the ideal that participants are winners. Among its stan

dards are suggestions that all competitors play, coaches 

should be recognized for kind of people they produce instead 

of the records they produce, and that letters should be sent 

to parents and overzealous fans warning them their actions 

will not be tolerated. It is important to note that this 

kind of movement had its roots in women's sports. It was 

almost nontraditional sport for athletes who do not receive 

traditional sports coverage. 

Still, that traditional sports coverage has become 

altered throughout the years, and most modern sports pages 

are geared toward the sociological today. Anderson reported 

how the sports page had shifted from a collection of forced 

adjectives, scores, and statistics. Anderson referred to 

the Lewis Gannett quote that characterized sportswriters: 

"Most sports writers suffer from hyperthyroid congestion 
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of adjectives and are dope fiends for forced similes. They 

have to be jitterbugs with words and have no change of pace." 

The change from that image began when Philadelphia Daily News 

sports editor Larry Merchant pioneered "acerbic, trenchant, 

iconoclastic reportage," Anderson wrote. Also contributing 

to the change was the reporting in Sports Illustrated and 

television, which forced sports writers from filling space 

with play-by-play. With sociology, came a move toward objec

tivity. It was a move that wasn't readily accepted by the 

athletes or the public. 

Sports writers were cheerleaders for so long that 
coaches and players have come to expect newspapers to 
be a source of scrapbook material for them and a 
litany by which hero worshippers can stoke the fires 
of the hot stove league. It is going to take another 
decade for sports reporters to gain acceptance as 
journalists and put to an end the conception that 
they are publicity men and women. (Huenergard, 1979), 

Sports editors recognized the change in their product, 

according to Anderson's survey of 106 sports edit(D.rs through

out the nation. Editors agreed most strongly that sports 

writing is better today than it was three years ago; 90 per

cent of the editors agreed that it is better in their news

papers. Seventy-five percent agreed that there is less 

"cheerleading" on their pages today. 

More women have become members of the modern sports 

department as well. This, in itself, may eventually help 

women's sports gain acceptance on the sports page. However, 

female sports writers have yet to gain full acceptance among 
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some of their peers. Smith and Weber (19 80) noted a survey 

in which 24 male sports writers were asked to agree or dis

agree with the statement: men are more qualified to cover 

sports than women. Less than half flatly disagreed. 

Female sports writers were helped by a Supreme Court 

ruling allowing them access to men's locker rooms. Angell's 

interviews with the women who pioneered the decision is a 

poignant description of a frustrating struggle (Angell, 1978) 

In his interviews with male and female sports reporters, he 

talks to B. J. Phillips, a sports writer denied admission 

to a World Series locker room. She told Angell that in a 

career of covering news events throughout the world, wars, 

riots, and violence, she had never cried until she was un

fairly denied access to a baseball locker room. 

Many female sports reporters began at large newspapers 

to try to provide coverage to women's sports. Some of the 

women. Smith and Weber reported, volunteered to take the 

women's beat in order to increase coverage. The authors 

said one woman on a Midwestern paper covered women's games 

because many of the male sports staffers had an aversion to 

women's sports. Another reporter, Denise Tom of the Oakland 

Tribune, told Smith and Weber that if she didn't cover a 

women's sports beat "women's sports would not be covered or 

at least sparsely, and that would be a mistake." 
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The Miller Brewing Company issued a collection of sta

tistics in its Miller Lite Report on American Attitudes 

Toward Sports (1983). The 250-page volume was the result 

of a national survey conducted by the Research & Forecasts, 

Inc. of New York City. Miller used and continues to use ex-

professional athletes in its Miller Lite advertising cam

paigns. The survey concerned attitudes in spectatorship, 

participation, family involvement, sports as a business, 

sports media, violence in sports, gambling, drugs, sports 

and education, the psychology of sports and equal opportunity 

in sports. Again, the survey revealed that many Americans 

believe that the media should provide more coverage to 

women's sports. The survey also revealed that 92 percent of 

those surveyed believe that men and women who compete in pro

fessional sports should receive equal prize money. Eighty-

four percent of the survey group said that participation in 

sports does not make a woman less feminine. 

Dyer (19 82) offered the theory that female athletes 

will be able to equal or surpass the accomplishments of male 

athletes within her lifetime. In a chapter about the sociol

ogy of sex differences, the author listed several examples 

of what she called unfair treatment of women's sport 

by the media. Among these examples were a content analysis 

that showed 1/4 percent-of sports newshole pages were de

voted to women's sport, an Australian survey result that 
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showed less than two percent of certain Australian sports 

pages covered women's sports with simple lists of results, 

and two American court cases in which girls were barred 

from playing in boys' sports leagues because the boys might 

be embarrassed if a girl defeated them. "This enormous im

balance in coverage suggests to the readers that women's 

sport is just not important," Dyer said. 

Another book critical of media coverage of women's 

sports' impact upon society (Lipsyte, 1975). The author 

said the coverage of women's sports was affected by a form 

of belief in male superiority. 

Sports are a male sanctuary; therefore -any 
woman who tries to invade it is not really a woman. 
In the 1930s, the same sports writers who called 
Babe Didrikson the greatest all-around athlete in 
the country were also quick to describe the down 
on her upper lip, the prominence of her Adam's 
apple and the angular contours of her "boyish" 
body. (Lipsyte, p. 217) 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Selection of Newspapers 

In order to differentiate between "major metropolitan" 

newspapers and "large daily" newspapers, guidelines needed 

to be established. Obviously, circulation was considered as 

a factor to determine between the two categories; that is, 

newspapers with large circulations were considered for 

either categories and newspapers with small circulation were 

eliminated from consideration. 

However, if the newspapers are similar in other areas, 

than circulation, then a comparison could have greater depth 

and internal, validity. For example, a study investigating 

five cities of 200,000 population would have more meaning if 

it concerned five cities of 200,000 population with a pre

dominately labor population. 

Under this principle, a study investigating sports 

sections should group together similar sections. One might 

differenjiiate between sections on the basis of number of 

pages, headline type used, number of pictures in a section 

or newspapers which restrict the front page of the sports 

section from advertisements. To best compare sports sec

tions, though, one should not only consider similarities in 

circulation and community, but also consider if the sports 

sections have somewhat similar coverage spheres; ideally, 
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compared sports sections will cover similar types of teams. 

Athletic teams may compete professionally, collegiately, 

at the high school level or at other amateur levels. 

A study of Texas newspapers may include newspapers that 

cover the Southwest Conference collegiate athletic league. 

The Southwest Conference consists of nine universities which 

field what the NCAA considers Division I athletic teams; 

Divison I is considered the highest caliber of competition 

by the rules-making organization. Additionally, four of 

nine universities are located within Texas' largest two metro

politan areas: Houston and Dallas-Fort Worth. The only 

other Division I university in the state is the University 

of Texas at El Paso, which competes in the Western Athletic 

Conference. Newspapers that were considered major metropoli

tans had to cover not only major-college athletics, but also 

needed to cover local professional sports. 

The Houston and Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan areas 

also are home to several professional sports franchises. 

Each has a National Football League franchise, a major-league 

baseball franchise, and a National Basketball Association 

franchise. Houston also has a United States Football League 

franchise. San Antonio is the only other Texas city with a 

major-league sports franchise of any type; the National 

Basketball Association Spurs and the Gunslingers of the 

United States Football League are located in San Antonio. 
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San Antonio does not have a Southwest Conference university, 

but is located near Austin, home of the University of Texas. 

Because San Antonio has professional sports teams and is 

relatively near a Southwest Conference university it can be 

grouped with Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston as metropolitan 

areas for the purposes of study. 

Four other Texas cities/ Lubbock, Austin, Waco, and 

Bryan- College Station,— have Southwest Conference univer

sities. Of the newspapers that serve those communities, the 

Bryan Eagle has the smallest circulation. For the purposes 

of study, therefore, Austin, Waco, and Lubbock were grouped 

as "large daily" newspapers. 

Each metropolitan city is served by two or more major 

newspapers. One newspaper was chosen from each area, the 

Dallas Morning News, the Houston Chronicle, and the San 

Antonio Express-News. The "large dailies" are served by one 

major newspaper each: the Austin American-Statesmany the 

Waco Tribune-Herald, and the Lubbock Avalanche-Journal. 

Profiles of Newspapers 

The Dallas Morning News is owned by the A. H. Belo Cor

poration. It had a daily circulation of 317,279 (Editor & 

Publisher Yearbook, 1983) and a Sunday circulation of 389,555 

The 19 80 census recorded Dallas' population at 9 04,0 78 with 

an estimated population of 943,053 in 1983. The Morning 
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News also covers the populous Dallas suburbs. Fort Worth, 

and much of East Texas. 

The Houston Chronicle had the largest circulation of 

any newspaper in the study. Owned by the Houston Chronicle 

Publishing Company, it had a daily circulation of 419,869, 

a Saturday circulation of 410,082, and a Sunday circulation 

of 502,6 54. The Chronicle covers the metropolitan Houston 

area. The United States census listed Houston's 19 80 popu

lation at 1,5 84,046 and estimated its 19 83 population at 

1,751,834. 

The San Antonio Express-News is owned by News America 

publishing. It published morning and evening editions. 

The morning daily circulation was 83,2 91 and the evening 

circulation was 73,762. Weekend editions were combined, 

with a Saturday circulation of 151,294 and a Sunday circu

lation of 187,411. 

The Austin American-Statesman was the largest newspaper 

in the "large daily" category. Owned by Cox Enterprises, 

the American-Statesman had a daily circulation of 137,761, 

a Saturday circulation of 136,422, and a Sunday circulation 

of 161,074. The United States census listed Austin's 1980 

population at 345,496 and estimated its 1983 population at 

369,354. 
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•̂ ^̂  Waco Tribune-Herald is also owned by Cox Enter

prises. The Tribune-Herald had the smallest circulation of 

any newspaper in the study. Its daily circulation was 51,519, 

with a Saturday circulation of 50,642 and a Sunday circula

tion of 62,2 80. The United States census recorded Waco's 

1980 population at 101,261 with an estimated population of 

104,883 in 1983. 

The Lubbock Avalanche-Journal is owned by Morris Commu

nications Corporation. It published a morning and evening 

edition daily. The morning circulation was 58,292 and the 

evening circulation was 14,323. A combined Saturday edition 

had a circulation of 71,035 and a combined Sunday edition 

has a circulation of 78,134. The United States census listed 

Lubbock's 1980 population at 173,979. It estimated the 1983 

population at 184,126. 

Selection of Issues 

In order to obtain a representative sample of sports 

sections in the six newspapers, 50 issues were randomly 

selected to study. Fifty random numbers were generated by a 

computer program that generated numbers from one to seven 

(see Table 1). Those numbers were matched to days of the 

first 50 weeks in 19 83. The numeral one, for example, repre

sented a Monday. If the numeral three followed the Monday, 

it would represent the Wednesday of next week. This process 
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ISSUES STUDIED IN CONTENT ANALYSIS 
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was repeated for the 50 numbers. The last two weeks were 

not used in order to avoid the abnormally excessive amount 

of post-season football news that occurs during the Christmas 

season. The random selection process served to provide ob

jective data. If a random process had not been used, then 

the study might have scientific flaws. For example, an 

excess of weekend issues might weigh women's professional 

golf, which competes on weekends, unfairly. 

Analysis of Issues 

In order to obtain data for a content analysis, each 

issue of each newspaper was measured to determine section 

length, story length, the percentage of women's sports cov

ered, the type sport covered, headline size, location on page, 

agate length, and number of photographs accompanying the 

story. Every sports page in the 50 issues of the six news

papers was measured with a pica pole, a tool which not only 

measures inches, but also point size. The pages and stories 

were measured to within one-fourth of an inch. 

The Lubbock Avalanche-Journal maintains a collection of 

back issues in bound volumes. All other newspapers have 

adopted microfilm to record past issues. Because of differ

ences in microfilm reading machines, the data had to be math

ematically converted to one size. Since the Avalanche- ,• 

Journal data was the easiest to work with and the easiest to 

obtain, the other five newspapers were converted to the 
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Avalanche-Journal page size, 21 inches by six columns. This 

equalled 12 6 inches per page for the purpose of the study. 

Those newspapers which operated under a nine-column format 

were converted to six-column format by altering column 

widths into six-column measurements. Thus, a two-column 

story on a nine-column format became a 1-1/3-column story on 

a six-column format. Data were recorded in microfilm units 

and later converted to fit the 126-inch measurement. Thus, 

data from a newspaper which measured 90 inches per page was 

multiplied by 1.4. 

Headline size was determined by a pica pole measurement 

of a newspaper's particular headline size, say, a 48-point 

headline in the Austin American-Statesman and when locating 

similar headlines on the American-Statesman microfilm by 

approximate size and headline count. The task was simplified 

by the tendency of deskpersons to repeat individual layout 

styles within a section; this included a tendency for desk-

persons to place the same size of a headline at the top of 

Page 1, for example. Because the measures analyzed were 

objective rather than subjective, only one person was needed 

to analyze data. 

Survey Measurement 

Two questionnaires were sent to each of the newspapers' 

sports departments in order to provide additional data on 

women's sports coverage. The surveys measured the attitudes 
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of sports editors and staffers toward women's sports and the 

concept of equal coverage for men's and women's sports. The 

survey asked for demographic data, responses to 15 state

ments on a Likert scale of agreement (agree with statement 

almost completely, agree with statement sometimes, etc.), 

and responses to some questions concerning news selection 

and women's sports. 

Too few surveys were issued to merit statistical anal

ysis. About five surveys per paper would have been needed 

to draw significant statistical conclusions; in the cases of 

the Waco Tribune-Herald and the Lubbock Avalanche-Journal, 

however, five staffers have little choice as to story selec

tion within the paper. Only two or three staffers have story 

selection powers at the smaller newspapers. The survey was 

expected to provide a check of the newspapers surveyed only. 

The inclusion of newspapers not analyzed was expected to 

have the effect of bias upon the study. 

Operational Definitions 

Women's sports: These are athletic competitions involv

ing women, usually competing against other women. Women's 

collegiate sports, high school girls' sports, women's profes

sional leagues, and women's amateur sports are included. 

Theoretically, an event similar to the 1973 tennis match be

tween male Bobby Riggs and female Billie Jean King would 

also be included. 
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The definition does not include sports in which men and 

women compete together. Events like tennis' mixed doubles, 

co-recreational softball, or a male-female relay race would 

not qualify as women's sports. The International Volleyball 

Association, which operated in Southern California, and 

featured teams of four men and two women, would also be ex

cluded from the definition. 

The definition also excludes sports stories which are 

directed toward both men and women athletes. For example, 

local coverage of women's results in a marathon that in

cluded both men's and women's divisions would be considered 

women's sports. However, an advance story about a marathon 

that asks "runners" to pre-register for the race would not 

be considered women's sports because it applies equally to 

men and women. 

Certain stories combined coverage of men's and women's 

events. For example, a professional tennis story at a 

major tournament like Wimbledon or the U.S. Open often in

cluded a featured match (Bill Scanlon defeats John McEnroe, 

Jimmy Connors wins easily) and lists other matches briefly 

within the text. In such cases, the amount of women's 

sports coverage was measured within the combined story. 

Thus, a 20-inch story about the U.S. Open tennis champion

ships that includes 18 inches about Scanlon upsetting 

McEnroe and two inches about women's results was recorded 

as two inches of women's tennis. 
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Newshole: The amount of space within a sports section 

available for sports news. The newshole did not include 

space allotted to advertisements or space given other fea

tures within the section. A business page within the sec

tion was not counted in the sports newshole. 

Page sector: In the content analysis, articles were 

considered to have been placed in the top, the middle, or 

the bottom sector. A story in the top sector was considered 

to have a headline at the top of the editorial content of a 

page; only the folio or the flag was considered to rest above 

the top sector. A story in the bottom sector was either the 

bottommost story with a page or a story placed in a "well"; 

that is, a story surrounded on three sides by advertisements. 

A story in the middle sector is any story not within either 

the top or bottom sectors. Theoretically, then, more stories 

should be in the middle sector. 

Professional sports: Any sport wherein participants 

receive payment for their efforts. This is a traditional 

sportspage definition; in reality, participants in amateur 

track have been paid by shoe contracts and other such devices, 

Collegians receive a scholarship for their participation upon 

a sporting team. For the purposes of the study, the tradi

tional definition of professionalism will suffice. The defi

nition includes women's tennis, women's golf, certain rodeo 

events, certain bowlers, jockeys and certain racquetball 

players. 
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Agate: A newspaper term for 5-1/2-point type. In the 

sports section, it usually refers to box scores and sum

maries of games and tournaments. All sports sections ana

lyzed employ at least one page consisting of agate type. 

Upon such pages, sectors were not measured because agate 

pages are laid out top to bottom rather than across. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Content Analysis Categories 

In order to analyze the content of the six newspapers, 

examined certain categories were created. The categories 

included total sports newshole, average sports newshole, 

total newshole devoted to women's sports coverage, average 

newshole devoted to women's sports coverage, the percentage 

of women's sports coverage in the total newshole, and the 

average percentage of women's sports coverage in the total 

newshole. Other statistics computed included the amount of 

women's professional sports covered and the amount of amateur 

sports covered, the percentage of professional sports and the 

percentage of amateur sports covered. The average headline 

size was computed by converting headline sizes—14-point, 

18-point, 24-point, 30-point, 36-point, 48-point, and 60-

point—into scores of one through eight; one for 14-point 

headlines and eight for 60-point headlines. After obtaining 

the frequency of each headline size on each women's story in 

a newspaper, the averages were then computed and re-converted 

into headline size. The frequency of stories covering indi

vidual sports were also measured; that is, the number of 

stories about professional tennis were counted in each news

paper. 
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Analysis by Newspapers 

The Dallas Morning News had the largest sports news-

hole of any newspaper examined. In the fifty issues exam

ined, the News measured 45,538-1/4 inches of sports copy. 

The average newshole was 910.76 inches, nearly twice as many 

inches as any other newspaper examined. Women's sports 

stories, photographs, headlines, and agate measured 1,667-3/4 

inches, an average of 33.35 inches per issue. Of the space 

devoted to women's sports, 856-3/4 inches concerned women's 

professional sports and the remaining 811 inches concerned 

amateur sports. The average headline size of a women's 

sports story was 30-point. Women's sports stories were most 

frequently located in the middle sector of page two; sports 

news briefs often were printed upon page two. Page nine 

ranked second in frequency of women's sports stories printed. 

The percentage of women's sports news in the Morning 

News was 3.7, as was the average percentage of women's 

sports news. The percentage of professional sports among 

the total women's sports covered was 51.4,leaving 4 8.6 per

cent for amateur sports. The Morning News was the only news

paper analyzed in which women's professional sports were 

given more coverage than women's sports. 

The San Antonio Express-News was allotted the second 

largest sports newshole, 28,291-1/4 inches. The average 

Express-News sports newshole was measured at 565.82 inches. 
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Womem's sports stories, photographs, headlines, and agate 

measured 1,752-1/2 inches, which is an average of 35.05 

inches per issue. Of the space devoted to women's sports, 

1,194 inches concerned women's amateur sports and the remain

ing 558-1/2 inches concerned professional sports. The aver

age headline size was computed at between 24 and 30 points. 

The stories were most frequently located upon page five. 

Pages one and two were ranked second among the frequency 

Table. A women's sports story was most likely to be located 

at the bottom of page five or the middle sector of page one. 

The Houston Chronicle was found to have devoted 

26,408-1/4 inches to sports coverages in the 50 issues exam

ined. The Chronicle had the smallest amount of women's 

sports coverage of any newspaper in the content analysis, 

987 inches. Its average newshole was computed to be 52 8.17 

inches and its average coverage of women's sports stories, 

photographs, headlines, and agate was computed to have been 

19.74 inches. The average headline size was 30-point. 

Women's sports stories were most frequently located upon 

page five, in the middle sector. Fifteen of the 78 stories 

were located past page 10 in the section. 

The percentage of women's sports news in the Chronicle 

was 3.7, which matches the percentage in the Morning News. 

The average sports coverage was also 3.7 percent. Women's 

professional sports comprised 46.6 percent of the total 
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women's sports coverage, the second highest total among 

newspapers studied. 

The Austin American-Statesman, the largest newspaper in 

the "large daily" category, had a larger newshole than did 

the Chronicle. The American-Statesman had a newshole of 

27,850-3/4 inches and an average newshole of 551.65 inches 

per issue. Women's sports stories were measured to have com

prised 1,835-1/2 inches of the newshole, the largest amount 

of coverage given to women's sports by any of the six news

papers examined. Average women's sports coverage was 36.7 

inches per issue. The average headline was between 2 4 and 

30 points and women's sports stories were most frequently 

located on page two, specifically in the middle sector. 

Like the Morning News, the American-Statesman often ran brief 

sports reports and writes upon page two. 

The percentage of women's sports stories, photographs, 

headlines, and agate in the American-Statesman was 6.5, as 

was the average percentage of coverage. Amateur sports com

prised 76.6 percent of women's sports coverage, or 1405-1/2 

inches. Professional sports comprised 23.4 percent, or 430 

inches, of coverage. 

The Waco Tribune-Herald's newshole was measured at 

18,60 8-1/4 inches. It had an average sports newshole of 

372.17 inches and an average of 25.8 inches of women's 

sports coverage. In all, 1,290 inches of coverage were 
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devoted to women's sports stories, photographs, headlines, 

and agate. The average headline was found to have been be

tween 2 4 and 30 points. Women's sports stories were most 

frequently placed upon page four, in the bottom sector. 

The Tribune-Herald devoted 6.8 percent of its newshole 

to women's sports. The average percentage of women's sports 

coverage also measured 6.8 percent. Only 204 inches of the 

newshole were given to women's professional sports news; that 

equals 15.9 percent of the coverage. The remaining 84.2 per

cent, or 1,0 86 inches, were given to women's amateur sports 

coverage. 

The Lubbock Avalanche-Journal was found to have a sports 

newshole of 17,784-3/4 inches and an average newshole of 

355.69 inches. The Avalanche-Journal allotted 1,212-1/2 

inches of the newshole to women's sports stories, photo

graphs, headlines, and agate. The average amount of women's 

sports coverage was 24.25 inches. The average headline on a 

women's sports story was 24 points, the lowest figure com

puted among the six newspapers. Women's sports stories were 

most frequently located on page four, middle sector. 

In the 19 83 editions examined, the Avalanche-Journal 

was found to have given 950-1/4 inches of coverage to women's 

amateur sports and only 262 inches, or 21.6 percent, to 

women's professional sports. The Avalanche-Journal had the 

highest percentage of its newshole devoted to women's sports 
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of any of the newspapers studied, 6. 9 percent (see Tables 2 

and 3 for analysis). 

Descriptive Results 

As expected, the six newspapers showed differing phil

osophies of women's sports coverage as determined through 

an analysis of their coverage. The examination of specific 

stories within the six newspapers provided one view of how 

the newspapers differ in women's sports coverage. Table 2 

has included a comparison of three different types of women's 

sports stories. For example, all six newspapers had given 

front-page coverage to Andrea Jaeger's upset singles tennis 

victory over sentimental favorite Billie Jean King at Wim

bledon. However, the Houston Chronicle's 24 inches of 

coverage were devoted to nothing more than a picture of the 

match and a caption underneath the picture. Two newspapers, 

the Austin American-Statesman and the San Antonio Express

man and the San Antonio Express-News had placed the Jaeger 

story at the top of page one with a 60-point headline and 

the Lubbock Avalanche-Journal had placed the story at the 

top of page one with a 4 8-point headline. The other two 

newspapers had placed the story in the middle sector of page 

one with 48-point headlines. According to two authors, tra

ditional newspaper design incorporated the principle of 

placing more important news at the top of a page because the 

reader's eyes begin reading there (Baskette, Sissors, 1971, 
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TABLE 3 

A COMPARISON OF NEWS STORIES AS COVERED BY SIX 
NEVJS PAPERS 

Story 

Andrea Jaeger defeats 
Billie Jean King at 
Wimbledon (Major Pro) 

Date: 7-1/83 

Advance of high 
school state 
track meet (Major HS) 

Inch 
Head 
Sect 
Foto 

Inch 
Head 
Sect 
Foto 

DMN 

29-1/2 
48 
ml 
2 

SAE 

42 
60 
tl 
1 

Newspapers 
HChr 

24 
— 

tl 
1 

AAS 

49-1/2 
60 
tl 
2 

WTH 

30 
48 
ml 
1 

8.7 
36 
t3 
1 

LAJ 

44 
48 
tl 
1 

27.5 
48 
tl 
0 

Date: 5-6-83 

Inch 
Head 
Sect 
Foto 

9 
24 
t7 
0 

21 
36 
bl 
1 

28 
36 
m2 
1 

1&-1/2 
42 
bl 
1 

12 
36 
bl 
0 

2>l/2 
48 
ml 
0 

Southern California 
wins NCAA women's 
basketball championship 

Date: 4-4-83 

(Dallas Morning News=DMN; San Antonio Express-News=SAE; Houston 
Chronicle=HChr; Austin American-Statesman=AAS; Waco Tribune-Herald= 
WTH; Lubbock Avalanche-Journal=LAJ.) 

(Inch=Total inches devoted to coverage; Head=Point size of story's 
headline; Sect=Sector of page where story is locateci; Foto=Number 
of photographs related to story.) 

(*=Newspapers ran schedules on agate page, but printed no story 

about event.) 
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p. 263) and that headlines provide an index of the news 

(Baskette, Sissors, 1971, p. 137). Headline size is one way 

to index news; generally, the larger the headline, the more 

important the story. Representatives from all six sports 

departments said their departments often used the practice 

of placing larger headlines on more important stories and 

placing those more important stories toward the front of the 

section. 

The different coverages would seem to indicate that the 

Houston Chronicle considered the story less important than 

did the other five newspapers. The Chronicle may also have 

included the Jaeger story a day earlier because of a later 

deadline. It would seem, however, that the Austin, San 

Antonio, and the Lubbock sports editors considered the 

Jaeger story to be the most important sports news of the day, 

and the other sports editors did not consider it the top 

story. 

The second example portrayed in Table 2 concerned ad

vance coverage of the Texas state high school girls' track 

meet, which began May 6, the date of one of the issues in 

the content analysis. Only two newspapers ran stories on 

the day of the event, the Lubbock Avalanche-Journal and the 

Waco Tribune-Herald, which are the two smallest newspapers 

in circulation in the study. The Avalanche-Journal had 

2 7.5 inches of coverage, beginning at the top sector of page 
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one with a 48-point headline. The Tribune-Herald had 8.7 

inches of coverage concerning the state track meet, begin

ning at the top of page three with a 36-point headline. Two 

other newspapers, the American-Statesman and the Express-

News , listed agate schedules of the meet's events, but had 

no stories accompanying the agate. The two largest news

papers, the Dallas Morning News and the Houston Chronicle, 

did not print a word about the meet on the day it began. 

The four newspapers which had not run stories on May 6 may 

have advanced the meet on an earlier day. However, from the 

data, it would seem that the Avalanche-Journal considered 

the meet among its most important stories, the Tribune-

Herald considered it relatively important and the other four 

newspapers considered it unimportant. 

The third story included in Table 2 related the respec

tive coverage toward the University of Southern California's 

basketball victory over Louisiana Tech for the NCAA women's 

championship. All six newspapers had included coverage of 

the game and four had printed it upon page one of the sports 

section. The Morning News, which printed the USC story on 

page seven, was the only newspaper to print the story further 

back in the section than page two. The placement of the 

story in the Morning News may have been indicative of an 

editorial attitude toward women's collegiate basketball or 

may have been affected by in-depth staff reporting of the 
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upcoming men's championship game between the University of 

Houston and North Carolina State. It was not surprising 

that the Houston Chronicle pushed the USC story to page two 

with a home-town team competing in a national championship. 

The analysis of stories on an individual basis may be 

misinterpreted. However, a content analysis of the six news

papers may be useful in providing help in interpreting indi

vidual stories. The individual stories may be able to be 

included in a pattern with the newspaper's other stories. 

Survey Results 

Only nine of 12 surveys were .returned by representatives 

of the six newspapers studied. Because nine is too small a 

number to perform any significant statistical tests, the sur

veys were instead used in a comparative manner only. The 

surveys consisted of 15 Questions, measured on a five-point 

Likert scale for measuring response, and seven open-ended 

questions in which respondents could answer in their words 

were included on the survey with some general demographic 

infonnation (see Appendix). 

Two respondents from the Dallas Morning News presented 

two diverse philosophies of women's sports coverage. One, 

an assistant sports editor, presented a traditional view of 

women's sports coverage: "except for a small minority, our 

readers have little interest in women's athletics." The 

assistant sports editor is 32, male, has a college degree. 
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and has worked 10 years for newspapers. The assistant 

sports editor wrote that importance to and interest of the 

reader were the factors that most influenced story selection 

by the Morning News editors. He wrote that newspapers have 

changed their attitude toward women's sports in the past five 

years by providing more coverage to high school and colle

giate women's sports events. The assistant sports editor 

wrote that seven women have worked in the Morning News sports 

department in the last five years. 

The other Morning News respondent was a female, 28, with 

nine years of newspaper experience. She also wrote that she 

had a college degree. Her responses differed with her co

worker's opinions. The copy editor agreed that the Morning 

News adequately covered women's sports. She added, though, 

that the newspaper could "consider women's golf and tennis 

tournament as lead stories in roundups or combined stories." 

The copy editor wrote that readers' interest, the magnitude 

of an event, and local interest were factors in influencing 

story placement. The copy editor also wrote that newspapers 

are now more likely to place a women's story on page one 

than they were five years ago and that this has developed as 

women's sports have gained credibility with the readers. 

The two respondents gave disparate answers on five of 

the 15 Likert statements. The assistant sports editor wrote 
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that women athletes are generally better interviews than men; 

the copy editor disagreed with the statement. The copy 

editor strongly agreed the newspaper tried to cover men's 

and women's pro golf and tennis tours equally and that if 

more fans attended women's collegiate games, then those games 

might be covered on page one. The assistant sports editor 

disagreed somewhat on each statement. The copy editor also 

somewhat agreed with the statement that the sports depart

ment tried to provide equal coverage in high school athletics 

and strongly agreed that male reporters should be given 

access to women's locker rooms. The assistant sports editor 

strongly disagreed with both statements. The co-workers 

agreed somewhat that nobody really cares about women's 

sports and disagreed that a woman deserves a football when 

she shows her scars from a football injury. 

The agreement that nobody really cares about women's 

sports may be the most telling aspect of the survey. Cer

tainly that response is seen in the Morning News' 3.7 per

cent of women's sports coverage. However, the copy editor 

responded positively toward women on eight of 14 responses 

and the assistant sports editor responded positively toward 

women in seven of 14 responses. 

The Waco Tribune-Herald was also represented by two re

spondents. One, the sports editor, is 26, male, with five 

years of newspaper experience and, a college degree. The 
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other, a sports writer (writers at the Tribune Herald also 

handle some desk assignments), is 26, male, with nine years 

of newspaper experience, and has a college degree. The 

sports editor wrote that newspapers have increased coverage 

toward women's sports because of Title IX, more women news

paper executives, and, most importantly, more money in 

women's events, more dominant personalities, and more sex 

(as personified by LPGA calendar girl Jan Stephenson). News 

value, he wrote, is the most important factor in determining 

story placement. He wrote with a touch of humor that the 

Tribune-Herald probably doesn't cover women's sporting events, 

but it covers them just as inadequately as it does men's 

events. More staffers, he wrote, would improve women's 

sports coverage. 

The sports writer also wrote that the Tribune-Herald 

does not adequately women's sports. The newspaper's cover

age would improve, he wrote, by getting day-to-day basic 

stories into the newspaper. He wrote that the Tribune-

Herald budgets stories weekly and that one woman had worked 

in the department in the last five years. 

The two respondents answered disparately on five of the 

15 survey statements. The sports editor strongly disagreed 

that a major women's story should be run on page one and that 

there are too many lesbians in women's sports. The sports 

writer somewhat agreed with both statements. The sports 
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writer also agreed that if more fans attended women's col

lege games, the sports staff would cover more games; the 

sports editor disagreed. The sports editor wrote that a 

woman deserved a football beat when she showed her football 

scars, the sports writer disagreed. The sports editor 

strongly disagreed that sports fan would rather read about 

(tennis player Jimmy) Connors than about (tennis player 

Martina) Navratilova; the sports writer somewhat agreed with 

the statement. The two were in accord by strongly disagree

ing that women are less feminine if they participate in sports 

and that only women's stories generated in town should be run 

on page one. They somewhat disagreed that the newspaper.tries 

to provide equal coverage to the men's and women's professional 

golf and tennis tours. 

The Tribune-Herald' s relative lack of space in which to cover 

all sports was reflected in many of the respondent's answers. 

Both respondents agreed, though to differing degrees, that if 

a lack of space forced them to hold a story, they would hold 

the LPCA story. Both disagreed to differing degrees with 

the statement that nobody really cares about women's sports. 

The Lubbock Avalanche-Journal was the other newspaper to 

return two surveys. Responding were the sports editor, 30, 

male, with 15 years of newspaper experience, and the desk man, 

25, male, with six years of newspaper experience. Neither 

have college degrees. The sports editor wrote that 
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newspapers have changed their attitudes toward women's 

sports because the public's interest has increased. The im

portance of a sports event to readers is the single most 

factor in story placement, he wrote. He also wrote that 

the Avalanche-Journal adequately covers women's sports 

events that interest more than a handful of readers. Cover

age could be improved, he suggested, if the sports department 

were given more space and more staffers. 

The desk man wrote that the Avalanche-Journal had made 

minor strides in upgrading women's sports coverage, but that 

higher management generally dismisses women's sports as in

consequential. He also wrote that women's sports should be 

made into a separate beat, included on the budget, and given 

the space to use more than small stories. No women have 

worked in the Avalanche-Journal sports department in the 

last five years. Stories are not budgeted weekly because the 

sports department is unable to forecast space. 

The two respondents showed remarkable agreement in the 

statement portion of the survey, disagreeing on only two 

items, each dealing with equal access to locker rooms. The 

sports editor disagreed somewhat that women should be given 

equal access into men's locker rooms and that men should be 

given access to women's locker rooms. The desk man somewhat 

agreed with both statements. The two directly agreed on five 

items. They completely disagreed that women's coverage will 

equal men's when women use the men's tee box. 
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As with the Tribune-Herald, the Avalanche-Journal re

spondents relate problems with women's coverage toward prob

lems with space and the lack of staffers. The sports editor 

and the desk man responded positively toward women on nine 

of 14 responses. 

The other newspapers returned only one response. Re

sponding for the Austin American-Statesman was a male, 31, 

with five years of newspaper experience, and he has a college 

degree. The San Antonio Express-News was represented by its 

sports editor, male, 36, with no college degree and 16 years 

experience in the newspaper business. The Houston Chronicle 

was represented by a night slot man, 32, male, with 10 years 

of newspaper experience and a college degree. The American-

Statesman representative, a writer and desk worker, wrote 

that significance is the most important factor in a decision 

of story placement. He wrote that his newspaper, which 

printed more inches about women's sports than any of the news

papers sampled, sometimes adequately covered women's sports. 

This attitude may be indicative of why the American-Statesman 

gave more coverage to women's sports; the sports department 

was not satisfied with token coverage. The American-Statesman 

could better its coverage, he wrote, by paying more attention 

to women's sports. In the Likert scale section, he listed 

four no opinions and eight statements were positive toward 

women. He strongly disagreed with the proposition that no

body really cares about women's sports. 
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•̂ ^̂  Houston Chronicle respondent also gave eight posi

tive answers to women within the Likert scale portion of the 

survey. The slot man wrote that merit of story with regard 

to the reader's interest determined story placement at the 

Chronicle. He also wrote that newspaper sports editors have 

become more cognizant of readers' interest in women's sports 

and that the Chronicle could improve its coverage of women's 

events. Though his answers do not strongly conflict with 

the American-Statesman's representative's responses, some

thing must explain the large gap between the Austin and 

Houston newspapers coverage of women's sports. Perhaps it 

can be explained by the presence of professional sports in 

Houston that create newshole needs that are not present in 

Austin. Therefore, the American-Statesman has more space to 

devote to women's sports and the Chronicle, which ranked 

first in circulation, but fourth in actual newshole, might 

not have as much space to devote to women's sports coverage. 

The San Antonio Express-News respondent wrote that in

terest is the most important factor in determining story 

placement in his newspaper. The sports editor also wrote 

that Title IX did not force publishers to increase sports 

department staffs. Because of this, he wrote that the 

Express-News did not adequately cover women's athletics. 

The growth of women's sports, though, has increased coverage, 

he wrote. Five women have worked in the Express-News in the 
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last five years. In the Likert scale questions, the sports 

editor gave responses positive to women in 10 of 14 ques

tions. He strongly disagreed with nine statements, including 

nobody really cares about women's sports, and both' statements 

concerning page-one placement of women's stories in certain 

situations only. 

The Likert scale revealed generally positive attitudes 

toward women's sports in the nine surveys. All nine respon

dents wrote that they strongly disagreed with the statement: 

"participating in sports makes a women less feminine." Only 

one respondent indicated any agreement with the statement 

"there are too many lesbians in women's sports." Only a few 

negative comments about women's sports were found in the open-

ended answers. One Dallas respondent wrote that only a small 

segment of the newspaper's readers were interested in most 

women's sports. It is possible, of course, that the positive 

views expressed by most of the survey group were not prac

ticed at their individual newspapers. 

Metropolitans vs. Large Dailies 

The data were indicative of two philosophies of women's 

sports coverage in the two categories. Major metropolitans 

and large dailies. Certainly the similarity of percentages 

of women's sports coverage in the newshole among large 

dailies was indicative of similarity within a category as 

shown in Tables 4, 5). The major metropolitan dailies were 



TABLE 4 

FREQUENCY OF COVERAGE OF INDIVIDUAL 
AMATEUR SPORTS 

56 

Subject 

High school basketball 

College basketball 

Jr. high basketball 

Swimming & diving 

Track (all levels) 

Mary Decker Tabb 

Golf (all levels) 

Tennis (all levels) 

Soccer 

Recruiting 

Volleyball (all levels) 

Skiing 

Softball 

Gymnastics 

Jogging 

Coaches 

Festivals 

Bowling 

Ice skating 

Roller skating 

Weightlifting 

Athletes 

Totals 

DMN 

6 

7 

1 

6 

8 

3 

6 

6 

4 

4 

0 

1 

2 

1 

1 

2 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

60 

SAE 

5 

17 

0 

1 

7 

2 

4 

8 

1 

2 

6 

1 

1 

0 

1 

3 

2 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

61 

MChr 

1 

7 

0 

1 

5 

2 

2 

5 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

2 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

29 

AAS 

12 

22 

0 

10 

10 

3 

5 

12 

3 

7 

6 

1 

0 

1 

1 

2 

3 

0 

1 

2 

0 

0 

101 

WTH 

8 

20 

0 

0 

8 

0 

2 

6 

0 

4 

0 

0 

8 

0 

0 

0 

2 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

61 

LAJ 

20 

23 

0 

1 

9 

1 

6 

13 

0 

2 

17 

0 

4 

0 

0 

2 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

101 
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FREQUENCY OF COVERAGE OF INDIVIDUAL 
PRO SPORTS 

57 

Subject DMN SAE HChr AAS WTH LAJ 

Tennis 

Golf (LPGA) 

Racguetball 

Bowling 

Horse rac ing 

Auto racing 

Rodeo 

Roller derby 

Sports media 

Fishing 

Boxing 

Tota ls 

21 

20 

2 

3 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

45 

16 

17 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

35 

28 

19 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

49 

21 

22 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

57 

12 

15 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

28 

10 

14 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

24 

also similar in percentages of women's sports. The Dallas 

and Houston newspapers each allotted 3.7 percent of their 

sports newsholes to women's sports coverage. Also, those 

sports staffers from large dailies were cognizant of space 

and staff limitations as a limiting force upon women's 

sports coverage. The large dailies, as seen in Table 1, 

also were more likely to cover high school events. An exam

ination of frequency of individual amateur and professional 

sports within the six newspapers was indicative of the dif

fering philosophies between major metropolitan and large 

dailies. For example, the Austin American-Statesman and the 
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Lubbock Avalanche-Journal each contained 101 stories on 

women's amateur sports; the Houston Chronicle published 29 

stories about women's amateur sports. The Chronicle and the 

Dallas Morning News, though, each published 49 stories about 

women's professional sports; the Waco Tribune-Herald pub

lished only 24 stories women's professional sports stories. 

The Austin American-Statesman, one of the large dailies, 

actually contained more women's professional sports stories 

than did any of the major metropolitans. 

The number of times that an individual sport received 

coverage was also indicative of the differing philosophies 

of women's sports coverage. The large dailies, for example, 

contained a combined 65 stories about women's college basket

ball. The major metropolitans contained only 31 stories 

about women's college basketball and 17 of those stories were 

found in the San Antonio Express-News, the smallest major 

metropolitan in circulation. The results were similar in 

girls' high school basketball. The large dailies had a com

bined 40 stories in the 50 issues; the major metropolitans 

had but 12 and only one of those was printed in the Houston 

Chronicle. The major metropolitans had considerably more 

professional tennis and golf coverage, excepting the stories 

printed in the American-Statesman, which, again, contained 

the greatest number of inches about women's sports of any 

newspaper examined. A frequency count of headline sizes 
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accompanying women's sports stories indicated, though, that 

the large dailies tended to use smaller headlines on most 

women's stories (see Table 6). For example, the American-

Statesman contained 50 18-point headlines among the 154 

headlines counted and the Avalanche-Journal contained 34 

14-point headlines among the 124 counted. Since smaller 

headlines usually referred to short stories, the relatively 

higher percentages of women's sports coverage were not neces

sarily representative of in-depth coverage of women's sports. 

The larger headlines, which usually referred to the more im

portant stories located in top sectors and on page one,were 

relatively even in frequency throughout the six newspapers. 

TABLE 6 

FREQUENCY OF HEADLINE SIZES FOR 
WOMEN'S SPORTS STORIES 

Headl ine s i z e 
( in p o i n t s ) DMN SAE HChr AAS WTH LAJ 

14 
18 
24 
30 
36 
42 
48 
60 

T o t a l s 

7 
10 
13 
23 
27 
7 
8 
1 

19 
16 
22 
18 
11 
3 
12 
6 

0 
11 
5 
5 
8 
2 
3 
2 

12 
50 
15 
27 
26 
13 
10 
1 

10 
7 
13 
12 
19 
4 
3 
0 

34 
20 
13 
10 
12 
6 
11 
0 

96 107 36 154 68 124 

NOTE : Some newspapers , most n o t a b l y t he Houston C h r o n i c l e , o f ten run 
men 's and women's s t o r i e s i n a roundup fash ion under one h e a d l i n e . 
That h e a d l i n e u s u a l l y r e f e r r e d t o t h e men's e v e n t . 
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Tests of Hypotheses 

The content analysis seemed to show that some of the 

hypotheses mentioned in the introduction are acceptable and 

others should be rejected. From the descriptive statistics 

generated by the content analysis, it appeared also that the 

criteria for defining categories may have become a confound

ing agent in proving the hypotheses. The large newshole of 

the Austin American-Statesman was a confounding force; under 

an ideal examination of major metropolitan newspapers and 

large dailies, the major metropolitan newsholes would have 

been considerably larger than those newsholes of the large 

dailies. Instead, only the Dallas Morning News' newshole is 

distinctively larger than the American-Statesman newshole, 

which is almost as large as the San Antonio Express-News 

newshole and is larger than the Houston Chronicle newshole. 

Other similarities were possible confounding agents. The 

circulation between the smallest major metropolitan, the 

Express-News, and the largest large daily, the American-

Statesman, was not particularly great. From the content anal-

2 ysis, it was apparent that H was proven from the results of 

the measurements of six newspapers. In all six instances, 

the percent of women's sports news in the newshole was less 

than 7 percent of the newshole. Almost all of the remaining 

space certainly was given to the coverage of men's sporting 

2 
activities. Therefore, H , which predicted men's sports 
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coverage would be greater than women's sports coverage is 

not at all surprising. That sports editors devoted more 

space to men's sports agate than to women's sports agate 

when the two sexes were involved in similar sports may not 

be particularly surprising, either. After all, prize money 

is often greater in men's professional tennis and golf events 

and there are more men's tournaments conducted than women's 

tournaments in professional golf. 

However, an examination of agate lengths of men's and 

women's sporting events showed an interesting pattern. The 

major metropolitans, plus the American-Statesman, tended to 

print equal agate lengths more than the large dailies did. 

The Express-News had 30 occurrences where men's and women's 

agate were equal; the American-Statesman had 14 such occur

rences; the Chronicle had 13 such occurrences, and the Morn

ing News had 10. The Tribune-Herald had but six and the 

Avalanche-Journal had but four such occurrences. Certainly 

in the case of the Express-News, in which 30 of 60 compari

sons of men's and women's agate showed equality, this seemed 

to have been planned. Perhaps the sports editor, who 

admitted he did not have the space to adequately cover women's 

sports, was trying to achieve a measure of adequate coverage 

upon the agate page. 

However, with the exception of the Express-News the other 

newspapers strongly favored men's events in agate length. The 
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Morning News had a longer men's agate length in 56 percent 

of the times when men's and women's events could be com

pared; the Chronicle had 50 percent; the American-Statesman 

had 58 percent; the Tribune-Herald had 55 percent, and the 

Avalanche Journal had 68 percent. Women's agate length was 

longer only five of 33 times in the Morning News; three of 

20 times in the Tribune-Herald; seven of 50 times in the 

American-Statesman; eight of 60 times in the Express-News; 

five of 44 times in the Chronicle, and two 19 times in the 

2 
Avalanche-Journal. Thus, H seemed to be accepted. 

3 The hypothesis H was accepted. The percentage of 

amateur sports covered was considerably gxeater in the 

large dailies. Amateur sports, again, represented more than 

75 percent of coverage in each of the large dailies. Am

ateur sports, again, represented more than 75 percent of 

coverage in each of the large dailies. Amateur sports 

represented 68 percent of the Express-News newshole 53 per

cent of the Chronicle newshole and only 49 percent of the 

Morning News newshole. The figures may be reflective of 

the influence exerted by the need to extensively cover pro

fessional sports at the major metropolitan level. Profes

sional women's sports stories measured more in each of the 

major metropolitan newspapers than in any of the large 

dailies. 
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The content analysis data were.subjected to a differ

ence of proportions test to give statistical proof of H^. 

The percentages of amateur women's sports in the sports 

newshole were placed in the difference of proportions 

formula and the formula yielded a Z-score of 4.04, which is 

statistically significant at the .05 level. Thus, the null 

3 
hypothesis of H (the coverage of women's amateur sports is 

not greater in large dailies than in major metropolitans) 

3 
IS rejected, H is accepted. 

The difference of proportions test compares two inde

pendent samples with respect to the proportion of a common 

element. The samples were the number of inches of women's 

sports coverage in major metropolitans and in large dailies. 

The amount of amateur sports covered was the common element. 

It should be noted that a difference of proportions test on 

the coverage o£ professional women's sports also yields a 

4.04 Z-score. 
4 

However, H must be rejected. The Morning News, which 

had the largest newshole, had fewer inches of women's 

sports than the Express-News or the large daily, the 

American-Statesman. The Chronicle had fewer inches than 

did either the Avalanche-Journal or the Tribune-Herald. 

From the individual sport frequency Tables, it appeared 

that the large dailies were able to cover high school bas

ketball, college basketball, and all levels of amateur 
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tennis more than the major metropolitans were able to cover 

them. Newshole size did not determine women's sports 

coverage. 

Neither did the category of newspaper. The first hy

pothesis, H , must be rejected. Even though the major metro

politan were measured to have covered professional women's 

sports more than the large dailies, the overall of all 

women's sports in the metropolitan papers was 4,407-1/4 

inches. The overall women's sports coverage in large dailies 

was 4,33 8 inches. Technically, therefore, the hypothesis 

held true. However, a difference of less than 100 inches 

was counterbalanced by the overall newsholes. Difference 

4 1 of proportions tests were computed for both H and H , but 

the respective Z-scores of 1.14 and .75 were not signif

icant at the .05 level. The combined newsholes of the major 

metropolitan newspapers was 100,237 inches and the combined 

newsholes of the large dailies was 64,24 3-3/4 inches. The 

percentage of women's sports in the large dailies were more 

than six percent in each newspaper. Only the Express-News' 

6.2 percent of women's sports stories in the newshole com

pared with the large dailies among the major metropolitans. 

Therefore, the content analysis showed that coverage of 

women's sports is actually greater in the large dailies, 

rather than in the metropolitans, as hypothesized. 



CHAPTER V 

SmiMARY AND CONCLUSION 

H : Coverage of women's athletics, including high 

school, college, and professional sports, will be shown by 

content analysis to be greater in major metropolitan Texas 

newspapers than in large daily Texas newspapers was not sup

ported by the descriptive statistics of the content analysis. 

A difference of proportions test also did not support the 

hypothesis. 

2 
H : Coverage of men's sports events is greater than 

coverage of similar women's sports events and that more agate, 

or 5-1/2-point type, will be given to men's events than to 

2 
similar women's events. Descriptive statistics supported H . 

3 
H : Large dailies will give more coverage to women's 

amateur, collegiate, and high school sports than will the 

3 . . . 

major metropolitans. H was supported by descriptive statis

tics and by a proportions of difference test that yielded a 

Z-score of 4.04, statistically significant at the .05 level. 

Also, the major metropolitans gave women's professional 

sports more coverage than did the large dailies, also sta

tistically significant and supported by descriptive statis

tics. 

H : Those newspapers with a larger newshole, will have 

a greater content of women's sports news than will newspapers 
65 
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with smaller newsholes. Though descriptive statistics 

could be interpreted to support H , a difference of propor

tions test did not support H . 

Do these statistics relate more than one-time findings 

or can any trend be picked from the statistics described in 

the last chapter? It would appear that some trends can be 

expressed with confidence. First, despite an upgrading of 

women's athletics that began with the implementation of 

Title IX in 19 72, sports pages in Texas, with the possible 

exception of the Austin American-Statesman, still do not 

recognize women's sports as an item worthy of regular cover

age. Many sports editors and staffers recognize the problem 

and, like the San Antonio sports editor who printed much of 

his men's and women's agate at equal lengths, have at least 

investigated ways to improve coverage. At the smaller news

papers, local amateur coverage is heavily emphasized. At the 

larger metropolitans, professional sports are considered more 

important. In the professional markets, like Dallas and 

Houston, amateur sports was unable to compete for newshole 

space with men's and women's professional sports and men's 

collegiate sports. The smaller newspapers studied, Lubbock 

and Waco, were hampered in professional women's sports cover

age by the relative lack of sports newshole. 

From the survey responses, sports editors consider 

reader interest to be an important, if not the most important, 

factor in story selection and placement. With all six 
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newspapers' women's sports news having been measured at less 

than 7 percent of the newshole, sports editors apparently do 

not believe readers are interested in women's sports. One 

might question the ways that sports editors determine reader 

interest. One method could be self-interest; if the sports 

editor considers himself to be a sports fan, he could plan 

his section around his interests. Obviously, the sports 

editor's likes and dislikes may not coincide with the likes 

and dislikes of the public. The sports editor may also base 

his assessment of reader interest upon the telephone calls 

he receives. Telephone callers, however, do not necessarily 

make a representative group of readers. Two other methods 

of determining reader interest are better, but still somewhat 

flawed. One is the overall scientific survey that newspapers 

sometimes undertake. Those, however, are seldom detailed 

enough to point to specific flaws within the sports section 

or other such specialized sections. Some sports editors 

have run questionnaires within their section and asked readers 

to return them. Though this method is likely to give some 

measure of reader interest, it lacks the element that random 

selections gives. Therefore, such a survey might attract 

responses from those already pleased with the sports section. 

Certainly sports editors might emulate the Miller Lite survey 

for local use. It is difficult to imagine that a large dif

ference would exist in the Miller Lite findings and local 
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findings. Sports editors need a scientific method of deter

mining reader interest if it determines story placement. 

Those sports editors who base reader interest upon 

attendance may also commit a mistake by doing so. Repre

sentatives from all six sports departments agreed that atten

dance was considered to be a factor in determining reader 

interest. The Waco Tribune-Herald sports editor said he be

lieved the game's importance should determine story place

ment, but that his newspaper's policy was to place a story 

based on attendance, and other reader interest factors. 

Though large attendance is indicative of interest, the lack 

of attendance is not necessarily indicative of a lack of 

interest. In the case of women's sports, early starting 

times or the lack of publicity may limit attendance. When 

women's and men's basketball teams hold doubleheaders, the 

women traditionally get the early start when most fans are 

leaving work and preparing to eat before the game. Again, 

the lack of coverage may actually cause a cycle that pre

vents publicity that in turn, keeps spectators away from 

women's games. It would be interesting to see what an in

crease in what Michener called traditional coverage would 

have upon women's sports. 

Traditional coverage seemed to be greatest in the 

Austin American-Statesman and the San Antonio Express-News, 

two newspapers which were placed in different categories. 
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but which seemed to have several similarities. Perhaps a 

reclassification of categories, placing Austin and San 

Antonio within a small metropolitan category, would have 

added to this study. Such a division would have clearly 

divided the newspapers. The major metropolitans still would 

have had the professional sports emphasis and the low per

centage of women's sports news. The large dailies would 

have had the emphasis upon amateur sports. The third cate

gory, though, would have had not only relatively more cover

age of women's sports, but also would have maintained 

similarity in total sports newshole, inches of women's 

sports coverage, and percentage of women's sports covered. 

This study did have some weaknesses. The random selec

tion may have caused some inequities. Certain dates were 

not chosen through certain seasons, which may have affected 

some newspapers which might package women's sports news on 

certain days which were not included. The measurement of 

the newspapers were generally done in one day, thus posing 

the possibility of coding mistakes. This possibility could 

have affected headline size projection. When viewing micro

film, it is difficult to discern the difference, say, between 

a 30-point headline and a 36-point headline. However, the 

difference of six points is not necessarily an important 

one; the difference between a 42-point headline and a 48-

point headline is not that striking. The difference between 
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a 42-point headline and an 18-point headline is noticeable 

and sometimes meaningful in the scheme of newspaper layout. 

How much coverage should women's sports receive in the 

newspaper? Certainly as one Dallas Morning News respondent 

wrote, the number of men's professional leagues makes 50-50 

coverage unlikely. Even Michener's 77-23 split in the ath

letic budget seems to be an unlikely split of sports cover

age, considering the current state of women's sports 

popularity. However, women's sports continue to increase in 

scope and fan appreciation. The 19 84 Olympic Games included 

more women's events than any other Olympiad in the past. 

With the success of athletes like gymnast Mary Lou Retton, 

basketball player Cheryl Miller, volleyball player Flo Hyman, 

and runners Joan Benoit and Mary Decker, television is pro

viding role models for young girls. Newspapers, too, have 

been giving more coverage to women's sports than usual. In 

what some proclaim as the decade of the woman, a time in 

which a woman becomes the Democratic vice-presidential nomi

nee, perhaps a climate more conducive to women's sports will 

develop. Perhaps as women become more influential in other 

spheres of American society that had been limited to them, 

they, too, will be recognized for their accomplishments on 

the sports page; at least recognized to the point of receiv

ing more than six percent of sports coverage in Texas 

newspapers. 
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Further content analysis may be done on other news

papers in other regions of the state; a study of small-town 

weeklies might show completely different patterns of women's 

sports coverage. Certainly a national sampling of sports 

editors and deskmen provide some reliable statistical data. 

Sports editors, too, might utilize scientific sampling to 

determine what the public wants in women's sports coverage. 

It might also be interesting to analyze the amount of cover

age in small towns that traditionally produce winning women's 

sports teams, as compared to areas which barely meet the 

guidelines of Title IX. 
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APPENDIX 

QUESTIONNAIRE ON WOMEN'S SPORTS COVERAGE 

Name: Age (avg. 29.5) Sex: m: f 
Newspaper affiliation: - Position held: -
Newspaper experience: (avg. 9.4 7yrs.)Do you have a college degree? 

CIRCLE THE NUMBER which most closely matches your opinion about each 
statement. (l=agree or almost completely; 2=agree some of the time; 
3=no opinion or don't know; 4=disagree some of the time; 5=disagree 
completely or almost completely.) 

1. Nobody really cares about women's sports. (avg.4.0) 1 2 3 4 5 
2. Women athletes are generally better 

interviews than men. (2.9) 1 2 3 4 5 
3. If they're not in town, I wouldn't even con

sider running a women's story on Page 1. (4.3) 1 2 3 4 5 
4. I would only run a women's story on Page 1 if 

it were a major story, like Wimbledon. (3.7) 1 2 3 4 5 
5. There are too many lesbians in women's sports.(3.2) 1 2 3 4 5 
6. If more fans attended women's college games, 

we'd staff them and maybe run them on Page 1. (2.0) 1 2 3 4 5 
7. We try to provide equal coverage to men's and i 

women's high school sports. (4.0) 1 2 3 4 5 
8. We try to provide equal coverage to men's and 

women's tennis and golf tours. (3.4) 1 2 3 4 5 
9. If lack of space forces me to hold a golf story, 

the LPGA story will be held. (2.5) 1 2 3 4 5 
10. Women will get equal coverage when they use 

the men's tee box. H.7) 1 2 3 4 5 
11 Sports fans would rather read about Connors 
XX. .ĵ vyj-v,̂  (A 2) 1 2 3 4 5 

than Martina. ^̂ -̂ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
12. A woman deserves a football beat when she shows 

her scars from a football injury. (4.5) 1 2 3 4 5 
13. women reporters should be allowed equal access Q) 1 2 3 4 5 

to locker rooms. 
14. Participating in sports makes a woman /c ^̂  i -^ -x A ^ 

less feminine. 
15. Male reporters should be allowed access to f2 4) 1 2 3 4 5 

women's locker rooms. 

GENERAL QUESTIONS (answer in a sentence or two). 
— Which staffers decide which stories reach the printed page. 
~ Does your department budget stories weekly? 

— What is the single most important factor that influences placement of 

stories within your section? • ^ 
— How many women worked in your department in the last five years. 
— Has the newspaper business changed its attitude toward women's 

sports in the last five years? In what ways? 
74 
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Does your paper adequately cover women's sporting events 
in your opinion? 
In what ways could your department better its coverage of 
women's stories? 








